Anita
50

In 50 letters of love...

Do you want to believe in predictions; I ask this question and although I don't want
to believe it, one of my experience has been deadly accurate. My horoscope said
that I will benefit from the largesse of my friends. Which is true in case of my true
soul mate, Anita. I consider myself lucky to have her in my life. Actually, lucky is
not the apt word. I think I am blessed to have her companionship for so many
years now. She turns 50 this year of which thirty two years has been with me by
her side. Soaking in the sunshine of her wisdom which seeps into mine and
enlightens me no end. Her sense of beauty, organizing skills, mindfulness,
creativity and art of conversations has lit my life in innumerable ways. It has
balanced my life beautifully; and covered my frailties' and limitations with
admirable smoothness. It has been wonderful to walk beside her and learn from
her dealings, exchanges and articulations. She has included me gracefully in
credits which were exclusively hers; in partnerships where my role was minimal
and defending me with complete sense of belief in my actions. Indeed, her trust in
me is so absolute that it cant be described in the limited vocabulary of textual
world. In fact, I have breached the trust on a few occasions but she has remained
steadfast in believing in me.
She has played so many roles in my life with ease and understanding, and switched
from one to another without fuss and with consummate dexterity. She has been my
partner and played the part with enthusiasm and 'invisible' leadership that even

when I was in the front I knew who helped me achieve my goals. She has nursed
me when I was down physically and also emotionally. She has asked tough
questions which brought clarity without sounding harsh. When I was devastated
when my parents died suddenly she was a great source of strength and support
which allowed me to navigate the choppy waters of grief and anxiety with courage
and sensitivity. She has been an exceptional parent which has contributed
considerably in the unfolding of my daughter Sakhi's personality and persona.
That process was like a mirror to guide me into becoming a 'good' parent aswell.
More than anything she has been an inspiring friend.
It is our friendship that has created space and time for me to grow and be
myself. It is her acceptance of me as I am that has allowed me to become the
person I am. It has given me the wings to fly and to discover myself, given me
the confidence to take risks and experiment. Sakhi's successful unschooling days
were due to her unflinching support and love she provided in creating an eco
system of learning in our home where dialogue, trust and openness flourished
without any fears of failure. I consider this has been her greatest gift.
A gift of love, tenderness and acceptance that is a treasure that only the most
special and blessed receive, and I and Sakhi are fortunate.
True to her nature she expects no return gifts!
Salam dear Anita for a meaningful journey! Waiting ahead is another beautiful
voyage.
Nitin

Dear Anita,
My heartiest wishes to you on completing fifty years, a milestone that would bring a
sense of accomplishment of many ventures you have successfully undertaken and
achievements that we would cherish for many years to come. You are an amazing
woman—caring, sensitive, supportive, empathic and much more.
For me, you are my pillar of support, confidante, a guide during challenging times and
above all, a sister I am so proud of !!!
With lots of love
Pat.

I am glad that I have been given this opportunity to share my experience with Anita and I am
thankful to you for the same. I really longed for this moment. Please excuse my language or
words or writing skills as I am not very good at it and also because I am writing this in a very
short notice period and that too in my paid working hours, which if my boss knows will kick me
out. But it is for a good cause so I give myself this liberty.
I have spent 16 years in Borkar family so by default same with Anita who is my most loving and
favorite sister in law.Pl don't miss- interpret that others aren't. All are equally sweet and loving. I
never had a real (own/blood relation) elder sister and was habituated to dominating my younger
sister Reshma my only victim. The 'Borkar's gave me a chance to have three rather 5 including
Latu and Appu, elder sisters. That doesn't mean chance to be dominated but kind of; 0. Earlier
fault finding was solely my job in my family but after marriage even I realized how to improve
myself to be a better person day by day. I mean it in a very positive way and the proof is nothing
but me. Today whatever I am or the optimism in me has developed and improved due to my
family members especially my husband and sister in laws. My journey till date with the entire
family has been unfolding of only and only beautiful happy moments. Anita as you all know is
Prashant's sister whom I knew or as told to me, by him was, his mentor and guardian. He had
shared this with me before marriage may be immediately after we started to or were attempting
to know each other, that time when we rarely met and knew much about each other. So, I was
looking forward to meeting her. He always said that she was always there for hand holding while
Poorna for an advice or support. I still remember his words that if Anita wouldn't have been
there to take his studies or guide him he wouldn't have been what he is today but would have
been like one of my lab assistants helping chemists do all the

washings of glassware and doing similar chores. So I was anxious to meet and thank the
most important lady in my man's life and I thank her till date for same. I still remember her
beautiful smile and face, a smart persona, in my engagement where I met her first. She
introduced herself to me as your mom coz we had met 1st. I became her fan since then
amongst the many other fan followings that she smartly and proudly carries behind her. Every
moment of these 16 yrs she sub consciously taught me to become an independent and self
loving but not self centered happy women. Believe me, I opened my independent first bank
account because I was influenced with her feminist thoughts and knowingly or unknowingly
there are many such feminist decisions and influences in my life due to her. She has always
been my counselor and guide in the entire thick and thins of my life, whom I can bank, vouch,
barge, bother and consult at any hour of the day. I am proud and fortunate to say that she is
my sister and friend and not my sister in law. As whenever I am with her I feel relaxed just like
one feels while sleeping after a long and strenuous work or after unloading or releasing all the
mental and physical pressure or while on a long holiday after a heavy stressful work
schedule. Whenever I stay with her or her family in Nashik I always feel like a daughter who
has come to stay with her mother/mothers house after marriage (1st time or any time after
marriage, I don't know what its called in English but in Marathi it's said maherawashin). Her
company is that cosy and warm. I give the credit of all my physical and mental wellbeing
(fingers crossed) to Anita cause like they say no stress is synonym to good health and if she
is the stress reliever the credit is all hers. I pray that God always gives me the wisdom to
keep Anita happy and that every girl on earth is born as lucky as me to be blessed with such
a sister like sister in law. She can relate to anybody so very easily and naturaly, be it my
family i.e my sister, father or mother or others. Her attitude to all appears same as if she
grew up with them. I have seen in her eyes unconditional and unbiased love for evey one. She
does not have any expectations from anybody and lives only to make live. Her social skills her
outstanding. One most important thing I always appreciate about Anita is and which I think all
of us must learn and manage is, in today busy world, we do not have time for our own family
members but Anita, however busy she may be, makes it a point to visit or meet her near and
dear ones in any possible/impossible circumstances so as to know their wellbeing. Hats off to
you for this gesture. May God give her long, healthy and contended life. Now its just half a
centuary, may Anita celebrate a centuary with the same passion, energy, enthusiasm, health
and love. I feel that she should teach or pass this (all your goodness) legacy to all of us may
be by having very frequent get together atleast once a year mandatory, what say?
~Vaishali

Dear Anita,
You have reached that milestone in your life that I reached about three years
back and I remember how special you made it for me.
Three years of studying Buddhism has made me realize that you are that Buddha
in my life and all I need to do is just emulate your thoughts, words, and deeds. For
every happy or sad occasion in my life you are just a phone call away.
I really wish I can put all that I feel about you in words but instead I choose to
borrow a poem. The words are E.E. Cumming's but the thoughts entirely mine:
“I carry your heart with me (I carry it in my heart) I am never without it (anywhere
I go you go, my dear; and whatever is done by only me is your doing, my darling),
I fear no fate (for you are my fate, my sweet) I want no world (for beautiful you
are my world, my true), and it's you are whatever a moon has always meant and
whatever a sun will always sing is you”.
All the very best and I hope you have a wonderful life ahead.
Lots of Love,
Poorna

Dear Anita
I am a little rusty in the love letter department and google didn't throw up many good templates
either.
To you, I write what comes straight from the heart, with all my love, and I know you will
understand, as you have always done. So, here goes...
No person is a hero to his own valet.
And no person is a hero to her own sister. Usually.
But you have been my hero for as long as I can remember. Okay, let me be honest. Many times
in my childhood, my admiration was tinged with jealousy, resentment - you had Tai who was so
much closer to you in age, dress size and tress-wise. I was the little brat who tailed you two,
always wanting part of the action and attention. But my childhood memories are all dotted with
flashes of wanting to be like you - wanting to read the books you did, wearing hair in two braids
like you did (aaargh! now,looking back) and talking in the engaging way you did. I could sit and
listen to you for hours on end on any topic - I can still remember your descriptions of your friends
and college professors, and the film stories you would recount with so much colour in them!
And it was you who introduced me to that fascinating world of old Hindi songs - taught me the
difference between Sahir and Faiz, introduced me to the magic of Jagmohan's and Pankaj
Mullick's voices and taught me to get a feel of the lyrics instead of just enjoying the melodies - I
still remember the goosebumps I felt when I first learnt to distinguish the meanings of 'aaftab'
and 'mehtaab' while listening to that chaudhavin ka chaand number during Bela ke phool, sitting
inside the balcony at Aji's house at Mahim...
You have always been my beacon when it came to following paths less trodden. More than any
of the older sisters and brothers who could also have been my idols, I idolised you, and that
possibly influenced my choice of career too! I have worn your hand me downs gladly, and
possibly impatiently even waited for you to hand them down! When I would have some royal
quarrel with Tai, I have even secretly fumed and wished that you were my real sister instead !
(okay, now i risk another real quarrel with Tai, but hey Tai, that was long ago...Ive, hopefully,
grown up since!) I guess that was because you were far more patient, more tolerant and always
ready to listen to me....me, who would rarely speak up ever, i guess!
There are too many memories mixed with emotions to recall just one memory out of that big pile.
Some moments, funny or poignant, however do stand out. This one could be my oldest memory
of you when i was around eight or so...we were in Pune at Govind mama's house and you and
Tai had gone cycling without me and i was standing glumly in the balcony waiting for you all to
return. That was when i saw you riding Vidyadhar's scooter and turning the corner of the lane
just as Tai rounded the same corner from another side on her bicycle, both novice riders....okay,
the result wasn't as disastrous as this sounds...but enough for the ladies standing with me on
the balcony to faint, I think.....and me, i still remember thinking, good..that's what you get when
you go gallivanting without me !!
The other memory, a bit unpleasant, is the night long vigil through the lanes of Girgaum on a new
year's eve, while we battled police apathy and tried to get our complaint registered and some
action initiated at the VP Road police station. You were there throughout as you, I and the
others traveled from place to place making things happen....and all this, when Sakhi was 12
days away from being born! Will never forget that night...i remember it every new year's eve, in
fact.
We may not need to be in touch all the while...but as Richard Bach (again, you introduced me to
him!) says, Meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends :)
To paraphrase it in corny Hindi film ishtyle, love you hamesha!
Aparna

Dear Anitatai,
Heartiest congratulations on completing a half century! 50 Reasons Why I Think You Are Amazing:
1.
You love helping people
2.
You & Nitinbhaoji started Abhivyakti
3.
You are an impassioned speaker
4.
You have given talks around the world
5.
You have inspired countless children
6.
You live in Nashik
7.
You are a middle child
8.
You speak many languages
9.
You've been to countries I've never even heard of and can't pronounce
10.
My Aai & Baba adore(d) you when you were growing up
11.
You married a man with a beard who taught me teen-patti
12.
You have been married for more than 25 years now
13.
You have an amazing daughter
14.
When we were little, you would play teenshe-char with me
15.
You would play othello with me
16.
You would play rummy with me (the complicated Madhavbhaoji way!)
17.
You would tell me stories
18.
You encouraged me when I was a kid
19.
You lived in all those interesting locations and houses growing up
20.
You were never too busy to play with me when I was young
21.
You were much older than me, but never seemed that much older when I was a kid
22.
You are my sister
23.
You come all the way from Nashik to meet us when we are visiting India
24.
You have high ideals
25.
You are a dreamer
26.
You are not scared of leaping into something with both feet
27.
You turn your dreams into reality
28.
You are passionate about what you do
29.
You truly care about elevating society
30.
You are confident
31.
You are smart
32.
You are talented
33.
You are funny
34.
You are beautiful
35.
You are tireless
36.
You are a rebel
37.
You are a free-thinker
38.
You are a maverick
39.
You are a sought-after speaker
40.
You have helped create a university
41.
You have inspired countless people around the world
42.
You are committed to helping the environment
43.
You have a farm and grow your own crops
44.
You homeschooled your daughter
45.
You believe in grass-roots movements
46.
You have hosted camps for youth in Nashik (alas, I was never able to come to one!)
47.
You are equally at home with family as well as strangers
48.
You have more Facebook friends than me
49.
Baba always admired your spirit of adventure and determination
50.
You still motivate me to selflessly strive for a higher ideal
Thank you for everything you do that makes you, YOU!
With lots of love,
Supriya

Dear Anee,
You turning 50! this year !! Wishing you a very Happy 50 th Birthday !
On this day can t but reminisce about you , and the time spent with you in the past.
At one time in my life, I remember you were so indispensible to me (before Apu 's birth) that your mere absence
, departures after the stays in vacation were difficult to cope with.
You have been an integral part of my childhood. At one time both of us were like twins and even the people
around would get convinced looking at our similarities in dressing , hairstyle and in general the overall
appearance and mannerisms.
Though you were always moving out of Mumbai due to bhaojis transfers; I used to look forwards to the
vacations to enjoy your company and you always had something new to offer - new refined language (Hindi),
new assets, slacks, sweaters , scarfs (types not seen in Mumbai), new types of games etc.
Aai use to pamper you a lot and frankly speaking I use to resent it at times ..(then) especially as I had not
experienced it before .. in short you lead to creation of a ' sibling rivalry' in me way before Apu was born! With
you around she would cook special fish curries (kurli aambat), cakes etc which use to upset me and would try to
grab my share even though I didnt like it as much. You use to be ready for it(fish) even at teatime .Such was your
craziness for fish! This was the fun of growing up with you!
Memorable vacations spent at Muradnagar in the 1970 s and later at Ambernath (getaway from Mumbai) in the
late 70s are still vivid in my memory. Most prominent event in my memory is Rajanmama and Shobhamamis
marriage ceremony in 1974. It was the most enjoyable ceremony that I ever attended till date. You had come
from Delhi , Sumanmaushi had stitched us similar dresses form fine materials . We all cousins looked as if we
were in uniforms but took a lot of pride in displaying ourselves in those!
Though you were only a year older to me , you became somewhat like a role model for me especially during our
teens. When you joined Kirti college in Mumbai I was awed by the friend circle that you made, so much so that
even I got close to them especially Aslesha, Chandrika. Later on the same story was repeated with you joining
Nirmala Niketan where you really made some friends' for life'. I used to admire you a lot for some of your such
special qualities and the way you looked at life in general! Being in a very conservative and protective
surroundings of the 'Borkar' household ; your nature and outlook towards life was a welcome change for me. It
opened up a totally new aspect of life which I had not experienced.
I still remember how much I wanted to see you getting married to Nitin but the irony was I had to join my
residency programme in anaesthesia on the same day and could not be present for the ceremonies. I could only
come late evening for the reception. For me you were the one who did everything in life differently .
Sakhi's birth at Rukhmini hospital in 92 is still fresh in my memory.
I had reached just in time of your delivery .Though being in
medical practice by then -I had seen many deliveries ,but this
was very special experience for me.
After you shifted to Nashik, your inlaws, Manoj and ofcourse
Nitin became extended family whose company I really enjoyed
on our visits there . 'Abhivyakti ' which was conceived by you and
Nitin was a organisation I use to proudly tell my friends and
colleagues about! I indeed felt lucky to be associated quite
closely with it and even enjoyed the week long camp at Deolali
with Poorna on Rati ional thinking.
After I got married and moved to Canada for a couple of years
we were separated for some time, but you along with Nitin and
Sakhi were the first to visit me at Vidyanagar after I shifted
there, even before Aai-Baba had visited. It was such a
pleasant surprise to me! The years after that rolled very fast,
keeping me busy with Shruti , Anands upbringing , my job at the
hospital etc. You too had a busy life and were on the move often!
Though I don t miss you as much, today whenever your name
comes up- the closeness is felt instantly .
So today when I wish you on your 50th birthday I wish to tell you
that I have always adored you for what you were and are ,a
dear sister, adorable friend, lively companion who will stay close
to my heart always.May god bless you with many such birthdays
making your life rich with all the things that you enjoy , keeping
you healthy spreading the joy that you gave me and many
others until now and for many more years to come.
HAPPY 50th BIRTHDAY !!!!!!!!
Your loving sis,
Latu

dear anna pachi many many happy returns of
the day:)and happy republic day ......anna pachi i
think your my best pachi ....you know sometimes
your like a mother figure to me specially last
year when i came to nashik i felt that i was at
my second home ..haan but the only difference in
you and mum r totally different ....i can be much
more open to you than mumma and i also enjoy
speaking to you:)...provided u dont go tell
mumma everything :( ....u r a very good family
organiser too.still remember that day in the farm
...have a nice day and great year ahead...........
frm ur sweet little niece tana (Tanvi) love u

Dearest Anita
Hi! It's your 50th birthday today. Wish you a Happy Birthday and a healthy and prosperous
future. We have known each other for the past 30 years. I remember that we first met in the
11th standard in Kirti College. Both of us had different groups but a game of table tennis
brought us together. That was the beginning of our friendship. After that both of us joined N
N college for further studies. Field work, camps, sitting in the library and again a game of
table tennis strengthened our friendship.
Anita you are my true friend I have shared my happy and sad moments with you I really wish
you had been in Mumbai I admire your relationship with Nitin and Sakhi as friends whenever
our group meet we miss you as you are hardly there with us but now we have decided to
come to Nasik to spend some time together. Once again Happy Birthday.
Love
Ashu

Hey Anita,
We have shared a special bond during the NN days. I was a gauthi mulgi from Vasai and you
a townie girl, yet we became the best of friends...in fact you were my best friend for those
three years. I still cherish the memories of visit to your Girgaum house and the conversations
with Uma and Ammai, our epic stay at Murbad for a year, the nights we both spent out in the
moonlight singing our favourite Bollywood retro songs, our group at Murbad,
Dominique....there are so many memories which are dear to my heart and you are an integral
part of each of them.
We drifted apart after my marriage and led completely different lives...both have grown
strong personally and professionally. I'm glad to have made a connect once again with you
through our NN group.
Loads of love and hugs to you on your 50th birthday..
xxx
Pradnya

While I sit down to pen a few words about Anita,
it has just brought tears to my eyes.
Really she means the world to me. I have only shamelessly taken and taken and taken
from her and have never been able to do anything for her.
We know each other for some 30 years now. The bond we share is very special.
We rarely meet but when we do we just start off where we left.
She is one person who really knows me, tolerates me, shouts at me, pampers me. We both
are really quite different but definitely have a strong understanding.
For me Nitin Anita are one inseparable unit. They top the list of my dearest people.
My family knows what they mean to me. Roshni teases me "mamma i think you need a
break you must go to Nasik".
To put it simply I just love this awesome woman of 50 years.
I always pray for her good health and happiness.
Anita dear wish you a super 50th Birthday and a rocking year ahead.
We must meet up this year and that too on Raipur.
We can celebrate with some Chilled Beer! What say?
Lots of love, Pendse.

Dear Anita,
Congratulations & best wishes on joining the half-centurion club!
However, we wish to go nostalgic & remember you as our 20 years old 'rani',
who used to be very much a part of the two of us during the golden days of
NN.
And to revive those memories, here's a short poem (hope you recollect )
written on you in 1981….
Lots of love,
Chandar and Rewati

Behold her, single in the crowd,
A tiny tot, but oh! what a prowd!
She is fair, she is small,
She is very much like a doll!
Sweeter than sugar, that's her bliss,
It won't be long, that she's no more a 'miss'!
Long dark hair and a typical nose,
beautiful lips, nicer than a rose!
She talks in action, swinging her arms,
I envy the one, fallen for her charms!
She walks fussy-fast, like a tiger on her tail,
the truth in fact, he's a blue-eyed male!
She wouldn't stay small, is what I fear,
My tiny tot is very much dear!

Dear Anita,
Congratulations on your successful half century of being humane and touching
others with your humanity, this is also to wish you many more years of exploration,
adventure and meaningful life to come.
Knowing you, working with you, communicating with you and being with you for
what ever short periods of time we have had together have always been very
intense and touching periods which I deeply treasure.
continue being yourself so that others can discover themselves,
warmly
minar

Hi Anita,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
It's now almost 38 years down the memory lane. It was a day on Bombay Central Station. As usual
Gores and Borkars have arranged a Kashmir Tour. You were there along with UMA. That was the point
I saw you. And now you today! It was a great journey to watch and part of it.
I have rarely seen a person who has not drifted from the core values, he or she has imbibed
consciously. And certainly you are the one. I sincerely respect you for this.
How it happens? Consciously checking of acts and thoughts, and aligning actions with thoughts. Hats
off to you on this!
I had a privilege of seeing you as a naïve school girl, grown-up college going person, person with
thoughts, person who lives by these thoughts and values and never drifts away.
I have seen you as resource person who has got a super clarity of thoughts and who is capable of
using right words to explain these thoughts. It is a very rare phenomenon. I have seen many persons
who's choice of words is very bad or sometimes ridiculous.
More I remember you and try to explore my memory lane, more I see you as astute person who knows
the value of life, humans and relations. You are the person from whom I have received these vibes and
is very precious for me. During my own thought changing period, I learned a lot from you and Nitin. So,
many thanks for this.
It is a time to have CHEERS and CELEBRATE the 50 rounds of Earth around the Sun since, an
unknown entity was born, who is now a person to be looked-up with respect and love.
Lots of love
Nandu

Dear Anita,
I heartily congratulate you on your
crossing the proverbial golden milestone
on the way to a long, happy and fruitful
life. As we know only too well, not all of us
share this privilege!
Hence, all the more reason for me to
celebrate by recalling my association with
you in your journey. Not more than a ten
year period of these 50 years and that too
in 2 phases. Not many days of continuous
interaction in these 2 phases but believe
me, whatever the number of days, hours,
it was always quality time. Be it the
choicest gossip to professional insights.
From shared understanding of learning for
transformation to shared choices of
seafood.
I value this relationship because of my
comfort in relating with you, which is
because, I believe, you are a patient
listener with overflowing empathy, and
more! Speaking about 'overflowing', I once
said to myself 'tears are nothing but an
overflow of feelings'. I have seen this in
you – the first to go for the overflow – in
sharing of sorrow or joy. That truly is
empathy.
This would be a good occasion to recall
your achievements, but you know them
already! Achievements, out of context,
tend to project us as heroines or heroes
but although they are said to be the fruits
of our efforts, they arise mainly from our
basic character that we have chosen to
affirm. This is what I affirm too: for me
you are a warm and talented person - a
student (LLLearner), wife, mother, friend,
facilitator - and vulnerable enough to be
truly human!
May you continue to be blessed as a
'good' human being!
Warm regards
Dominic

Dear Anita,
Just cannot believe that you would be celebrating your 50th birth anniversary. For me I
still think of you of the time I met you in TISS, the young, bubbly and friendly person. I feel
blessed that I met you and have you as a good friend, it has been great and glad that we
have been able to be in touch inspite of the busy lives we have been leading. The last
time we met in Delhi, I was taken aback with the abundance of wisdom hair you had,
suddenly realized that all of us are growing older gracefully.
I always the fond memories of the great and good times i have had with you and Nitin and
glad that we have you as our good friends. It was because of you and Nitin that I was
able to meet and make more friends, always wanted to thank you, and this is good
occasion to share it. There are so many wonderful things that i think, when I remember
you, your trying to learn driving of the jeep, sleeping as a pillion driver on the motor cycle
during out visits to Pen, the late night discussions, your sharing of the books you have
read, your fantastic study in Malshiras, the list is very long, will keep some for the 60th
birth anniversary.
I do not have to wish you all those nice and wonderful things that is supposed to be said
on the birth anniversary. My best wishes for you, Nitin and Sakhi are always there and
please do take care of your health and do not get too stressed out with work and other
things, there are many more beautiful things in life that need to be cherished and
appreciated. Take care.
Cheers
Sunil

Wishing Anita a very Happy Golden Jubilee Birthday.
I my self believe that Anita is a personality which shows confidence & faith . The way
she leads her way in all wakes of life.
A very balanced personality and always striving hard for better and better and better.
Simplicity is their greatness, both Anita and Nitin as well. They are legends.
In today's world being so is itself a landmark.
A grand salute to the legends. Legacy of the legends will never retire. Nothing more to
say
Regards,
Manoj

dear ANITA
pleasure writing to you on this very special occasion.
they say life is not to be counted in numbers, I disagree
We do count the blessings and FRIENDS
but you know what its very difficult to do so,
ANITA, YOU HAVE COUNTLESS blessings and friends
and I find in you the most EMPATHIC PERSON I have ever met.
talking to you is connecting to my inner self which turns friendly and supportive when I
expect to reprimand!
I also find in her a perceptive and warm person
Her style of communication is compassionate. TALKING to her has always energized
me and made me feel complete.
she loves LALITA, SUYASH AND SHREYASEE AND THE LATER ADDITIONS
SUSHANT & AVANI
LIFE BEGINGS AT FORTY SO ANITA you have not reached even your teens!!
Rajendra Barve

Anita dear
"At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person. Each one of us has cause to think with deep
gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us." Albert Schweitzer
I was attempting to write this letter for a week now but couldn't get myself to do it, in the midst of a marriage and guests at home.
And now I know why. This special letter was to be done at a specail moment. So I write this now on-board, my spirits high, on the
way to Delhi! The flight has just taken off and as I am now pour my heart here I am actually feeling 'aaj mai upar, aasaman
niche...' And I realise that this journey I embark on today is a perfect analogy to my journey in life with you. Yes! Its you who has
elivated me to height that I feel deeply moved, joyous and content. Content with what I do and think and feel. Content with every
experience the world offers to me. And content that I am capable of operating in this worldwith immense compassion! And you ve
been the spark that has kindled the flame in me.
Having known you for the last 23 years, I feel nothing but blessed! The first time I met you at a Sujaan Palak meet, you began to
speak and that was the time I fell in love with you. Yes. HEAD OVER EARS!! Like I had found someone I was waiting for since
long. My ears, eyes,mind...all the senses opened, transforming hence...The gist of the words you spoke then are still with me, that
each one of us individuals are different, yet special. It was for the first time that I saw someone speak, pause, analyse, with so
much depth and from the heart...pausing, analizing, a perfect choice of words, so much sensitivity and of course great simplicity
and clarity of thoughts. And at that moment you became my ideal. It was not the knowledge the wisdom with which you spoke but
the words from the heart that touched me!
Most of us have an ideal... a person we appreciate and want to become. Many of us also have someone whom we consider a
friend , philosopher and guide, someone to whom we turn when we are with joy or sadness or success. But for me you are the all
in one...An ideal, friend, philosopher and guide. Often when I have choices to make or decisions to take, I ask myself what you'd
have done in the circumstances. And lo and behold! I know what to do!
Whether its the woollens you knit or the washing of utensils you enjoy, a new book you read or the farm fresh vegetables you
distribute, I love your involvement and the passion with which you 're into it. There is so much of depth in every word you choose to
utter, every of your deed. Your sensitivity to others feelings and the capacity of taking right actions is indeed a rare combination to
find! Yes Anita. Only an evolved person can do this!! You are the one person I know who operates with so much balance in
flowing with the heart and has a rational thinking pattern!
Looking back I remember a major turning point in my life which was the workshop you facilitated in Deolali about ten years back. It
transformed my life beyond my understanding and imagination! It did two things to me. It was here that you helped me to find me,
bringing me to the realization in the 3 days process that I am to flow not like a cannal in between two walls but that I am that river
that can and has the right to flow, turn, swell, rush as she wishes to! That I am free!! YOU are the one who brought me to the
understanding - ' ...Tu hai nadi, aye bekhabar... Ud chai kahi. Behe chal kahi...apni to manzil hai vahi....' My fear to flow transformed
to empowerment on that day dear... No looking back since then.... Every success prompts me to make my first call to you.
Thankyou dear for making me believe in myself.
Secondly, I found the purpose of my life during the processing of this workshop. I felt awe when contemplating the process that
day...you were going into the root causes of issues of participants, leading them to their core, as if a cardiologist were to remove a
blockage from a patients heart.... To let him breath... To let him live!! That was the time when I found my purpose in life! And here I
am, growing ever since and passionately into my work!Thank you dear Anita.
I also remember clearly the time when you came to my house after my father passed away.... With no one during that time did I
have such a indepth conversation and had a balming effect in me indeed. Yes, you 're a great listener too!!
And yes, the one person I know who practices what she preaches is none other that you.
The upma that dear Nitin makes when we friends come together speaks volumes for the respect and understanding that you for
each other. In fact its again a quality for us to learn. As much as the ideal nurturing and true education that you have moulded
dear Sakhi with!
The flight is landing now.... As I go places, again I feel gratitude to you for the core empowerment I received from you, as much as
love I hold for you in my heart dear Anita. I will keep you in my heart always.
On this special point of time in your life I wish you love, peace, joy, abundance and freedom!! May you, Nitin and Sakhi keep on
being beacons, showing the path to all who are ready and willing to ascend! And may you live for scores of years more.
Love you lots.
Live. Love. Laugh.
Yours.
All of the time.
Smita
PS: Manoj joins me in extending
love and best wishes to you in this special day!

Dear Anita,
I have been requested by Sakhi and Nitin to write a letter to
you on the occasion of your fiftieth birth year. I am asking
myself how I express what I have to tell you and putting down
in the form of a letter (which I haven't done for a long long
time). Words will be so limiting and will not be completely
conveyingwhat I have to say . With this worry I am still
penning down some words for you Anita!
When I think about myself, I also have Roshni my daughter in
mind, my parents and my sisters and their families in mind. My
family also includes Nitin, Sakhi and you. You all come so
naturally for me as if you are so much part of my closest
circle. There are times when we speak often, but there are
times, when we are unable to communicate for long periods.
However, we continue to feel and connect again with every
conversation or meeting that we have.
Anita, you are a special person in my life, starting with the
journey may be 14 to 15 years back, when Sakhi was a young
school going girl. Do you recall our first interesting
conversation about how I feel when I pour the first mug of cold
water during the bath .. Ha ha ha!
We have come a long way discussing the 'Mug of cold water'
to .. sharing our dreams, our fears, our successes, our
sadness, our aspirations, list goes on You are as if connected
to me for several years .
It is difficult to describe how this connection happened
between us and the purpose of this connection. But I can
surely say that it has been a continuous enriching experience
to remain connected with you. Every conversation has made
me feel more enriched. I have been so lucky to have you in my
life and always pray and feel grateful to the life force for
having given me such lovely people like you.
I also need to acknowledge here I have connected with you,
Nitin and Sakhi as so much part of the whole. It has rarely
been that I have been able to imagine you without them. This
has reinforced how you all three have remained with each
other like a close knit family and as three pillars to each other
supporting each other. I admire the qualities of an ideal family
demonstrated in all three of you.
I sometimes feel I need to emulate some of the practices that
you all follow . I try, and fail! I try sometimes, and it has
worked .
The journey of Avani was such a beautiful experience and I
am so glad you have been part of it. Anita, thanks so much for
everything that you mean to me.
Your birth day celebration is a special event also for me, so
enjoy yourself and the warmth that you have been receiving
always. You are one of those blessed with joy, happiness,
peace and tranquility. Continue this poise and humbleness,
happiness will always chase you.
God bless you.
From all of us lots and lots of love.
Sugandhi
(Orchid sketch from me especially dedicated to you)

Rose
Your 50th birthday
is like a second bloom.
You bring excitement and joy
when you enter a room.
Elegance and beauty
is your natural theme.
From an enchanted place
in a faraway dream.
You have proven that true beauty
awakens with age.
I know you’re prepared
to turn this next page.
Your humble soft nature
is just like a rose.
Confidence and beauty
it mutually shows.
Under the sunshine of life
so gentle you seem.
But those who may challenge you
always end with a scream.
It's your 50th birthday
and we're enjoying your bloom.
The scent of your passions
we shall gladly consume.

My dearest Anita,
Of the many blessings that Avani brought into
my life, one of the most valued one has been to
know and connect with a wonderful person like
you. From our early conversations at aikya to
that random and warm meeting in Dadar, it has
been so much joy to be with you, share with you
and most of all hear you speak.

Anita I have known for long Her interests are multi-pronged
She enlivens all with her passions
She creates her own fashions
She is the unique girl ding-dong.

The strongest image that I carry about you is of
sitting in the circle, eagerly leaning forward as
you bring yourself completely into the space.
Those thoughtful pauses between words. A
sense of wonder reflected in your expressions
as much as in your gestures. With tears often
brimming in those eyes and yet a strong
unwavering voice sharing your life stories and
your way of living your truth. It has always been
very inspiring for me to see how you embodied a
lot of what we spoke at Avani in your work and
in your family.
You have such a warm and genuine way of
showing people you care. Of listening intently
without judgement. Of being in spaces with your
vulnerability and your strength in equal
measures.
Often when I have struggled with something, I
have run in my head how you might respond to
me if I were to share my struggle with you. And
though personal meetings have been rare of
late, I often feel that I carry a part if you within.
Such has been the gift of having you as my
friend!
It's been a such a long time since we have
spent time together and yet, my connection with
you still feels as strong and special. An
occasional picture of you on Facebook can
make my day! And though I may not say it
often, I would like you I know that you are one
amazing woman and deeply loved!
May you
On this special day that you spend with your
loved ones, I am sending wishes of joy and good
health to you. And also an intent of being able
to see you soon in person - siting there glowing,
leaning forward as we share our life stories!
Loads of love to a very special person on her
super special day,
vijji

Women are her heartfelt cause
Both pre and post menapause
Worked tirelessly for their advance
So they may sing, cry and dance
Now relax and enjoy canine paws.

I end with a wish sincere and true
have support from your entire crew
May you be the mistress of your ship
May you in love always drip
This comes from the heart of Mehroo

My dearest Anita
I kind of quite pride myself on being able to write letters and mails in a manner that is unrestrained and rather
expressive. But now that I am supposed to write this one special letter . Almost feels like a letter of a life time
suddenly don't know where to begin from.
Don't quite know where to begin from . In terms of number of years I am sure our friendship is nothing
spectacular. I am sure both you and I have several older relationships and friendships in our kitty. But
perhaps one thing does stand out in our friendship and at least for me has stood out always. And that is an
intangible but almost tangible 'immediate connect' that we have always had with each other. I feel that there
must be a soul-connect somewhere, because we think so alike, we are alike enough to be able to complete
sentences for each other. I still remember the first time I met you at Nashik. Sumedha and I had travelled to
meet up with you regarding the potential of partnering on Aagaz Academies. Sumedha, at the time seemed
to have some reservations about you. But Nandini felt it was worth exploring. So I meet you with some of that
baggage on my mind, and YET, we connected so instantly, that what followed is history. I so loved working
with you on Aagaz Academies it was like being in complete harmony and being able to sing the same song
without knowing in advance the notes!
I hold such warm memories of staying up all night, talking, knitting, embroidering. The animated expression in
your eyes, the gentle smile and laughter, the complete understanding when I shared details about my various
boyfriends!! ;) So much that we have shared.
And yet, we have our differences which perhaps and thank god! makes us different as well.
As I write this, I wonder, maybe we have focussed more on our similarities and not talked enough about our
differences just a random thought but it comes to me as I look back upon our friendship. And as I write the
thought grows on me so let me just hold on to this strand a while longer, for I don't want this to be just a
mushy gushy letter about us.
Going down this lane, I seem to get a sense that our friendship has yet to ripen, and mature we have really
worked well together, enjoyed being together but one main aspect of the ripening I talk about is that we have
not perhaps been courageous enough with each other to express our difference of opinion openly. Now while
I say this, I am trying to think, well where have I not done so. For surely we would both be party to this almost
conspiratorial silence . Hmmmm and yes, maybe I can see. And for me, I think my most valuable take away
from writing this letter is to tell myself that I owe it to us to express and give voice to that where I think
differently from you. To begin with why does it irritate me when you insist on paying for ice-creams in Delhi!! ;)
Taking a step away, as I put us under my mind's scanner, I realise, that is how relationships develop. What
one does, impacts other as much as what one does not. And silence from one end must often be generating
silence from the other end. In an almost automatic, natural way. Unless of course one of the two becomes
aware and consciously breaks the pattern.
But then, maybe I have dwelt too much on it maybe wandered down a track that was a dead-end.
Sometimes writing also gives a disproportionate view of ideas but nevermind. Better bigger than brushed
under the carpet and “invisible”.
So my dear, what do I look forward to in our next set of fifty well definitely to begin with, much more time
together relaxed and unstructured, just talking, cooking, walking, sleeping and yes some knitting as well. I
must acknowledge all the effort that you have put in towards this already. And I must as well pitch in with my
share its very much on my mind and its very much my intention.
Let me also remind you of our joint initiative that we had planned for our fiftieth year. I write about this,
because I really think that it would be the BESTEST gift that we can give to ourselves and our set of common
friends I know that there wouldn't be too many as 'common' but surely we could have the common and then
add some who may not be all that common. And we organise a three day retreat somewhere maybe Kutch.
We do some interesting processes and some unstructured .. wouldn't it be great.
I have this feeling with you, of there being so much more that we have to share. So many more stories,
moments of togetherness, heart-to hearts and so on
I wish you a great celebration of your fifty years of living!! And I wish for you my dear friend a life time ahead
filled with more love, inspiration, happiness and laughter wish I could have been there and wish I could
continue writing. But I must stop, so this gets to you in time.
Much much love
Meenu,

Dearest Anita
When I think back the relationship has been for a long time at times we are there in each others
horizons at other times we are into in to each others daily lives but the fact is some where there is a
connection!
Memories of sharing the room in Agaz days and the one person with whom when I share a room I don't
have to bother about my snoring so a very comfortable feeling.
I also remember the time when you came especially to Ahmedabad to spend some time with me and
we just spent time talking and relaxing at home, also when you made my fifth extra special by coming
all the way from Nasik to surprise me.
The struggle you went through before you took up the ASPBAE job because it was offering a high
salary according to you and then again now the struggle to continue or not!
Your fears be it about staying alone at home in the night or about your health I find difficult to
understand and comprehend with your image but then who ever said fears have any logic!
I hope and wish you find peace in the coming decades and the strength to pursue 'YOUR DREAMS'
Love and have a great day ahead my dear
Nandini

Dearest AnitaIt is a great privilege seeing you hit the big 5-0. I feel that I have grown in many, many ways from
knowing you over the years. I honor the many roles you have played in my life - as an older sister, as
a godmother to Kanku, as a dear friend to Vidhi, as a co-conspirator and collaborator on so many
projects, as a master facilitator, etc. etc. This is perhaps the best outcome of the Aide et Action
project that brought us together.
I cherish our adventures in Mexico, Canada and Greece and many other family trips together. I get a
big smile when I think about the all the Indian dinner nights I volunteered us for. Thanks for bailing me
out every time. Remember the desperate pakoras we tried to make on the rainy day in the Shire???
I cherish the time we spent together in Tajikistan as flat-mates. It really felt like we were brother and
sister then. That was probably the time I have seen you the most vulnerable and out of your comfort
zone. But you were totally zoned in and focused on your learning. Very inspiring. I was amazed to
witness your old Russian language skills magically appear.
I also cherish our passionate debates about gender, caste and social justice. I appreciate your taking
a stand on things that you really care about and your intellectual honesty (sometimes brutal : ) in
asking tough questions. This has been so helpful on so many occasions to give me both roots and
wings whenever I needed them.
Lastly, one of the best memories I have is of you singing to Kanku when she was a baby. I can never
forget the love and tenderness in your voice. It touched me to the core.
SO... on this half-century birthday, I thank you for the beautiful person you are and for all you do to
make this world more beautiful. It is nice to share a few more gray hairs with you.
Wishing your next 50 years will be as amazing as the first 50.
Lots of love,
Manish

Dearest AnitaIts your birthday and we are missing being with you on this very-very special day..Wish we could
have been together. I always tell friends that Anita has always inspired me to think more deeply
about my role as a Mother. I often share what you say- “ A child gives birth to her parents” and I
feel that both our Daughters Kanku and Sakhi have been our amazing parents for years now.
I also think that you have inspired to be a great cook and a passionate and patient caretaker. I
always remember your patience and passion to keep cooking and serving in kitchens in Mexico or in
Hulchul café-- where I was loosing my cool. I love your Phodi's and the sweets you made for us this
Diwali.
I also love your voice and how you sing and would love to spend more time listening to your
melodious songs.
Thanks for always being there. Have a great day..
Loads of love, Vidhi.
Kanku has made a painting for your birthday. I hope it reaches you!

Happy Birthday Anita!
How lucky is the world that you have come down to shine your light here! How lucky that you have
made 50 revolutions around the sun! And how lucky am I that you came into my life 11+ years ago
and have blessed it with your kindness, openness and love.
I have cherished the times we have spent together – in Udaipur, in Nashik, in Mexico – each time
full of fun, full of laughter, full of learning. I can recall so many times spent over tables of food,
telling stories, catching up on what is happening now in our lives, dreaming of the future... I also
remember your sage wisdom at different moments, all the support you gave me when times were
tough. And, most of all, what strikes my heart is all the laughter — your ready joy — the fact that
it's easiest for me to picture you smiling and giggling.
Anita, you are one of those rare souls. You exude tenderness and calm, and, at the same time,
are fiercely committed and passionate about making a positive difference in the world. You are
transparent and share your vulnerability, and yet also retain a strong sense of dignity and
balance. I have learned so much from you as an individual, you as a mother, and you as a
partner/wife to Nitin. You are one of my role models in how to have a healthy and meaningful life
of love.
I wish I could be there to celebrate this HUGE BIRTHDAY with you — but I am grateful for the
hours we had together a few days ago, and the many days we have spent together in the past.
You are a gift! And I am looking forward to more days together in the future...
For now, I wish you every happiness today and all days. May you know how much you are
appreciated and loved. May you have everything your heart desires. May you continue to shine
your light in my life and in the world for another 50 years.
Big hugs and all my love,
Shilpa

Tapovan, Udaipur
Dearest Anita,
This morning I am sitting by the window which overlooks the vast valley surrounded by the rolling
hills. The air is heavy with mist and I hear the chirping of the birds. As I sip my morning drink the
orange ball is gradually showing its face. What a perfect morning! What a perfect place to sit and
write this letter for a person who is so beautifully perfect!
Humm when I say that you are so beautifully perfect – it is not only because you are blessed with
such a great life and family. It is your ability to accept what reality brings to you and be able to
see it as an occasion to grow. I really admire your commitment to yourself, your task and the
courage you express through your life. Yes, you have that long list of qualities that make for 'great'
ordinary real person, those who make the world into a worthy place to visit.
I know you have touched many lives in these 50 years (and one of them is mine) and I wish you
good health and energy for many more years to come so that you can continue to do so in the
coming years. Thank you for being a part of my life – I really value your presence.
Love always,
Reva

Dear Anita,
Many Many Many happinesses on your birthday!
Today, as I sit in Canada thinking of you, my mind stretches back to my time with you in your
home, in your organization and in your women's cohort. What a gift that time was. Your
intelligence, courage and humour ever-present. And above all your willingness to be honest
and to give back. You often come to mind as someone I admire. Even in our brief time
together you touched my heart with your generosity of spirit and home. And your total
commitment to being a strong, loving and powerful woman. I remember staying up till three in
the morning chatting away like we had all the time in the world, lying on the floor with sleeping
women all around us. In the day, you asking me to give feedback to some of the women on
their presentation skills. Despite not knowing what they were saying, your invitation to
participate helped me give something back. Moving from observer to community.
I wish you strength, power, love and patience as you enter this next decade. May those who
come in contact with you benefit as much as I did.
Big hug & Happy Birthday!
Love xo Alicia

Dear Anita,
Happy Happy Birthday to you, Anita! Bonne anniversaire!
When I sit still for a moment and think of you and the gifts you have given to me, there are strong and
beautiful words and memories and images that come to me right away.
Words ~
Wisdom and passion. Fearless integrity.
This empassioned wisdom it comes through in the sparkle in your eyes, in the strength, conviction and
humour in your voice, and through your whole body, when you speak about things that matter to you. I
noticed this immediately on our first meeting at Shambhala in 2005 in Nova Scotia in the module we took
together. When others spoke I could hardly hear them for the many layers of identity they hid behind, but
you - when you spoke, I heard everything like a bell through the fog. And then, when were together in
India, I witnessed your full-bodied wisdom when we talked about women and leadership, and the realities
and hope you held in your activism.
You are fearless, your integrity is so clear and clean... and you see well beyond the now into a future that
mothers and elders know how to see, and so your actions and initiatives have a beautiful deep and wide
scope to them.
Memories ~
When I arrived to your home in January 2006, you welcomed me like a sister, a daughter, a peer, a friend
from the past and the future.
You invited me into the heart of your home, to share who I am and the deep questing and questions that I
was following. You reciprocated this by sharing your own life with me. In this time, Anita, you showed me
the many aspects of of being an Indian woman, a mother, a leader, a practical visionary, and so much
more. You felt the pain of the world and its hypocracies and paradoxes for women. You also embodied the
hope of these times and these contexts. Our conversations taught me to listen to the cadence of words in
English and Hindi, the poetry of arguments that have endings and those that do not, and the felt sense
that life is far bigger than we know, and so we must ride it with open hearts.
But the most profound present you gave me, was this.
That in your love partnership with your husband, Nitin, you created the conditions for the life of the
extraordinary being that is Sakhi.
Your daughter is a strong and uniquely original young woman, whose spark and intelligence and heartful
way of being in the world is a wonder and a blessing to us all. I remember living in her room and with your
family for 3 weeks in Nasik, and witnessing how you parented. You showed me your way of being a family
and bringing up a girl in your context - the openness and generosity, the conversations, the negotiations
with Nitin and with Sakhi, the full acceptance of her personhood, and the gentle guidance and the strong
example of an emancipated, loving woman that you showed her every day.
Images ~
On this celebration of your birth, on this threshold of having lived four decades and now passing the
threshold onto your fifth decade of life, I send you so much love and so much appreciation. I also send you
a wish and a blessing.
In our culture, we have the female archetype of the Crone; she is the wise woman who knows. At many
times in history, she was denigrated and be-littled and driven underground. But the Crone has always been
with us and she always will be. We need her. She sees what others do not, and she feels from the deepest
place in the earth. She is in the crowning of her life (la corona). She is regal because of her inner authority.
Her throne is her lived experience. She wears her crown with the gems and heartaches of her life.
Anita, I wish you on this threshold of your 50th Birth Day, your unique expression of the Crone. I hope this
Birth Day is filled with the love that nourishes your soul, the people that nourish your heart, and the
passing of days that nurture your body so that your voice, intuition, experience, joy, vision, love reaches
me over here in Toronto!
HAVE FUN!
With so much love,
Vanessa
xoxo

Dear Anita...
Let me first wish you, from bottom of my heart, a very Happy 50th birthday. Its half
century...
dude...Great.. May all your dreams come true and may you be blessed with healthy, happy
life full of excitement and love of dear ones along with close friends to share...
Anita, we know each other since a decade and meeting you and having you as a friend is
one of the best things that have happened in my life. Whenever I meet you I feel energetic,
positive and happy. I get positive vibe in your presence. I get to learn something from you,
which I remember forever.
I appreciate you for many things. One of them is that you brought up Sakhi so well by home
schooling and its good example to be given. I also appreciate your family values and close
knit relationship with them. As a person you are very clear in your thoughts and contented. I
like the way you LISTEN to others when they are speaking, appreciate good points in
everyone. As a social person, your contribution to society in whatever way you are doing is
inspirational. You are a self-lit lamp who imparts rays of knowledge and inspiration.
What I think you could do is, stop thinking low about your weight. We all like the way you are.
Lastly I want something from you.. I want you to be with me throughout my life. I want you as
a friend close to heart. And I promise to reciprocate. Trust me, I have found a gem in you, I
am blessed to have you as my friend and I want to cherish our friendship life long...
Wishing you best of everything you want...
Lots of Love
Shreeya

Dear Anita,
Many, many happy returns of the day! May you have wonderful years
ahead, may you have many, many more experiences worth sharing with
us all and may you enrich our lives as you always have!
You have touched my life and made it so much richer, Anita, and in so
many ways . Every interaction with you has made me think and
pause and change my perspective a bit or a lot at times. I remember
your saying once that you did not like giving gifts in the physical form
and liked 'doing' gifts ..and I thought that just meeting you once in a while
would be enough of a gift the gift of ideas, the gift of seeing goodness,
the gift of experience handed over.
I remember doing an exercise with you long ago when you asked us all
to write positive and negative points about ourselves and we were all
very quick in jotting down the negatives and had to think and think about
the positives. It was a time in my life when I was absolutely down and
the exercise made me realize with a shock where I was. In college, I
was happy, confident, with a self esteem that went up and down with my
moods, but my moods were usually positive. And here I was .having to
think and think .. and I was also surprised to see that this was the case
with so many of my friends ..and I worked on this kept thinking about
what I could add to the positive list and started realizing that I was still
okay . I started adding simple things to the list that I had not initially
thought worth writing about like having a mind open to new ideas, like
being good at English, like being good at communication and so on.
Some years later, I started doing the same exercise again and found
that I could fill pages and pages. AND the negatives went down some
automatically maybe because I became more positive, some after
consciously working on them. Here again, our johari window helped a
lot. We plan to do it again sometime in our group. I am really blessed to
belong to our pustak bhishi group with all of us so different, yet willing to
listen and accept. The best thing about this group is that it's so easy to
communicate .everyone knows just what you're saying. I wish you could
be with us more often, though.
With the different relationships when I had read some part of it by
myself, I had thought that adult-adult relationship is the 'right'
relationship between adults and realized it when you said it that a
parent-child or child-child, etc. is perfectly fine if both partners are ok
with it at that point of time. And that this is not static changes even
during the day (in our pustak bhishi meets, you must have observed
many parent-child and child-child interactions! )
Just a random thought I loved the clip you showed with the caged
camel mom and son
And Charlotte's web I read it bcz you recommended it and it was such
a beautiful book!
See you have created so many, many happy moments for me . I wish
you the same in all the years to come!
Love,
Teja

Dearest Anita,
I am writing this way past the 'deadline' - worried I wouldn't make it but hoping I still can! I
simply couldn't let this important milestone in your life pass without my joining the chorus of
well wishers in celebrating your own 50 years.
When I think back on my own "journey" with you, it surprises me that we only met in 2008.
Because it feels like a full lifetime has passed and been shared..I suppose that's what
friendships feel like..old as the hills, defying time.
I suppose, it is also perhaps because I have heard so much about you even before we met:
People, near and dear, would regale me with stories about you - thinking they were
swapping tales of a common friend, shocked when I say we hadn't met! So, it seems I had
known Sakhi since she was little, been to an Abhivyakti and/or Agaaz training, or even
sampled your famous fish curry in the heart of Nashik! Its still 'none of the above' but we
have since crafted tales of our own - dissecting different cultures, savouring new
experiences, bridging the different worlds we operate in, creating new pathways of work,
helping each other heal through various hurts, deep losses, confronting age and intimations
of mortality. You have been such a calming, comforting presence in my life; a compass for
what is good, kind and generous - perhaps far more than you will ever realise. I consider
myself richly privileged to be counted in your company and to share even a small part of
your living.
Happy 50th, dear Anita. Thank you for being a dear friend. I wish you the best of health,
more richness in spirit and all the joys you so richly deserve.
Much love,
Maria

Dear Anita,
Wishing you a very Happy Golden Anniversary!
What a great honor to be able to write a letter to you on this occasion.
I was trying to recall when the first time I met you, and I think that was 2004 when Meenu and I visited
Abhivyakti wearing the hat of The Hunger Project! So it's been 10 years of knowing you and what a
wonderful experience that has been for me.
I have always felt comforted in your company. You have the greatest possible art to listen,
empathize and laugh over the silliest things.
Some of my memorable trips with you were Pakistan (tops the list), Australia, Nashik, and so many
more. Wish we get to travel more together.
Ok the above was the maximum I could muster as decent mushy mushy, goody goody things. The
reality is you are a great person and that's why I am writing this letter. Now for the real me.
The reality is that I have always enjoyed listening to your `warm words of welcome' on this journey
that we travel together, `expressing solidarity' to each other, offering a `collective holding of space
to reflect, learn and bond' with each other. And in this journey I have learnt from you that it's very
important to be close to nature. One reaps, what one sows, so HARVESTING is the most important
element in our lives. And at this time we are going through the phase of Double Golden Harvest –
yours and ASPBAE's. What a coincidence!
The message is apt for all of us - `After fifty everything that doesn't hurt doesn't work'.
So my wish for you for this Golden year is loads of rest, lots of laughter, great companionship, very
less reports to write, travel only as much as you want, lots of holidays with Nitin and Sakhi and an
absolutely rejuvenated body that is much younger than 50 years.
Thanks Anita for being a part of my life!
It's been absolutely wonderful knowing you. Happy Birthday!
Lots of love
Sumi

Anita's Touch

And with that light touch of your f inger
Like an artist's paintbrush
On my forehead
We were blessed.
Touched by the vines of Nashik
Sparkling effervescence
Spirits in celebration
We were home.
A poem about that special touch you have, and generously share. We are honoured to
be one of the many who have been touched by you.
Blessings on your 50th birthday.
With all our love,
Robbie and Ian

BLDC 2012 in Kyrgyzstan was stressful
But our nightly conversation was the panacea
We both laughed, you cried, I laughed
Two crazy women weathering a storm
You and me
We will always be.
Love
Dressed in pink sari, you welcomed us to Nashik
Helen
Proud, happy, generous, you beamed at me
“Finally you arrive in my town!”
A long standing invitation, more than a year already
Flattered you remembered our conversation
Anita, sincere, listening, open
Thea

Dear Anita “kaku”,
Wow that sounds a bit odd, but at the same time, it is really surprising that I haven't called
you anything as such in spite of knowing you for quite some time now! What would you like
me to call you ? You are going to tell me that next time when I come for my 'routine'
evening visit to your place!
I really wanted to write a letter to you but I didn't get any opportunity earlier. But then I
thought your birthday was the perfect occasion for me, so now finally I am writing to you.
So from where should I start ? Well first of all, I want to thank you for letting me date your
daughter (I know I am sounding really formal but still) , sakhi is a wonderful person indeed
and I love her a lot! Thank you for raising her so well. She is really lucky to have parents in
the form of you and Nitin “kaka” (well it does feel odd to call him by his first name but I will
certainly try later)
Secondly I would like to talk about our relationship. I think it all started with the “Dodkyachi
bhaji dinner” :P well that was the first time I stayed over for dinner and it was really nice,
for the first time I interacted with you and it felt great! I had these inhibitions and felt this
awkwardness earlier talking to you for obvious reasons and also because of my introvert
nature, but as time flew by, you made me more and more comfortable, so even I opened up.
I felt this connection , and now I have developed this wonderful bond with you which doesn't
have a name, but is really strong indeed.
I love talking to you! As I mentioned earlier, that it has been a routine for me, to have coffee
or tea or lemon honey with various snacks in the form of khakra, shev etc with you and
Sakhi's dad in the evening. I really like to hear the various funny stories of your college days
or of your friends. It was a stress buster for me during my preparatory leave for my final
MBBS exams. I was telling sakhi the other day that even if she isn't home or is out of
station, I would still like to come to your place and have my evening coffee with you That
reminds me, surprisingly I have to send you a friend request on facebook :P
Thirdly, I would like to tell you that you cook AMAZING fish! As you know about my
unfortunate tryst with vegetarianism, you are a saviour! From prawns to surmai to pomfret,
you can make ANY fish tasty. I didn't even know that there was a fish called 'Mandeli'!
Thank you so much for having me over every time you make fish and I assure you that we
are definitely going to that south Mumbai restaurant which you always mention, only for
lunch, and come back to Nashik the very same day.
Lastly, I would like to wish you a very happy birthday! Completing half a century on this
planet is a great feat indeed. It's a big milestone and I am really very happy that I could be
a part of it! Thank you once again for everything
Lots of love,
Nahush (fountainwala)
PS :- please ignore the grammar bit
(a herculean task for sakhi :P)

Dearest Amma,
For the past few weeks I have been egging people to write letters for you but I sit here stumped as I
realize I have to write one myself! Nonetheless, I am certain that thoughts and emotions will distill
themselves into words and sentences before I know it. So here goes
I look at this photo, maybe the first photo of the both of us together, and I see you with a tiny bundle – a
'bundle of joy' as you used to call me – looking so proud of yourself as you show me off to the camera!
You have created me from scratch! With a little help (very, very little) from Nitin, of course. :) And now
this bundle is a grown woman herself, wondering what to say to her creator! I want thank God or
whatever it is out there that chose me to be born to such a wonderful mother as you. But then I realize,
as I look at this photo more and more, that I am a part of you, a magical mutation of some cells in your
body that got a life of their own! So can a fruit thank the tree for its existence when it is just an extension
of the tree; a biological and evolutionary effort of life to create replicas of itself so that it can continue
infinitely?
And yet, I find myself in a state of complete thankfulness to you For giving birth of course, not only to
my physical being but to the person I have become, and I continue to become each day. I find that the
Marathi word, 'ghadavne' cannot be translated into English to encompass its entire meaning. But you
have shaped me, moulded me into myself, for the past twenty two years, and it has been a wonderful,
wonderful journey.
Of course, there have been bumps on the road, and unexpected twists and turns, and some roadsickness too! After listening to the hilarious recording of my toddler voice, I realize I must not have been
an easy kid to control, even though you and Nitin always say the contrary. But you encouraged me to
think freely, and act according to my thoughts rather than in obedience. This, I now feel, was the
strongest value input that I received from the both of you – to always think critically, question, and be
true to my heart's wisdom.

I want to say so much about your parenting but this distillation into words is turning out more difficult
than I imagined. Whatever I wish to say runs the risk of sounding clichéd and typical, which I don't
want to be, since you have been a very atypical mother! You've been so much more than a mother, in
fact a friend, a guide, a mentor, a role-model, and a hero in your own right. You always say I take
most of my traits from the Paranjapes, but I think you have instilled in me your superb articulation
(indirect self-praise there!), your critical thinking, your eye for aesthetics and beauty, your creative
touch, your confidence and charm. The only thing which I have been sadly not bestowed with is your
love for fish. But I'm glad there is Nahush to fill that gap now!
Today, we are both friends more than mother-daughter, although your concern and worry as my
mother remains in distinct traces! I can share with you my joys and fears, hopes and dreams, and I
can discuss the entire spectrum from trivial gossip to sexuality to existential questions with you. I
love and respect this space we have created with each other where we can express, be heard, and
support each other as we take on this mysterious and often-confounding journey of life. There are
times when I think that the roles are reversed; I feel that worry and anxiety for your health and wellbeing too these days! I've also shouted at you for forgetting your cellphone at home or not answering
when you and Nitin are out, making me hyperventilate with anxiety. Someone said, a child gives birth
to a mother, and I want to add to that and say, a mother gives birth to another mother after a certain
age is crossed! But let's not generalize and offend our feminist sentiments now. :)
I want to conclude by wishing you a very, very happy and memorable 50th birthday. I know dates
don't matter to you these days (!) but I certainly feel, from my 'youthful' gaze, that having lived fifty
years on this Earth must certainly be a wonderful thing! And it is evidence enough from the huge
amount of words that have been poured out for you that these fifty years have been worthwhile and
meaningful for you and the vast number of lives that you have changed.
I feel, in these words that do my thoughts and emotions no justice, VERY, VERY proud today, of being
chosen to come out of your uterus and born as your daughter. :)
With all my love,
Sakhi

To our dearest Amma, Ann, Anee, Anapachi,
Anita, Borkar - a daughter, a sister, a mother,
a wife, an amazing aunt, a bosom friend,
an inspiring leader, an articulate orator,
a fiesty trainer, a wise mentor, a passionate
‘cook’er and eater of fish, and so much more Wish you a very happy birthday!
May you delight us for another 50 years!

